In this paper, we propose a new class of hierarchical depth test which saves memory bandwidth in 3D graphics rendering engine by reducing the number of pixels being passed to the per-pixel operation pipeline. This new filtering, Depth Filter, can be implemented by adding a simple hardware in front of the perpixel operation pipeline. m e Depth Filter is a filtering block which decides whether a pixel is shaded by celiain plane. The plane is the mask which has the history that a pixel has appeared in front of the plane. If the pixel is shaded, the pixel can be removed. The simulation shows that Depth Filter reduces the number of pixels to the next stage up to 62.1 percent in random scene. As a result, 62.1% of memory bandwidth is saved with simple extra hardware.
INTRODUCTlON
Consumer-oriented 3D graphics hardware rapidly incorporates algorithms that increase flexibility and quality of per-pixel color processing; a recent example is a pixel shader [I] . However, determination if a pixel is visible and needs to be processed by a shader still relies on the screen Z buffer algorithm [2] . If the scene is more and more complex, depth buffer test also becomes a burden to the rendering engine. Consider, for example, an interactive walk-through of a detailed geometric database describing an entire city, complete with vegetation, buildings, Furniture inside the buildings and the contents of the furniture. Traditional visibility test which runs on current graphics hardware, the screen 2 buffer algorithm, is not capable of rendering very complex images at interactive rates because of the shortage of memory bandwidth. The vast memory bandwidth is used in the 2 buffer algorithm because every pixel requests the depth value stored in the depth buffer and the depth of every pixels survived in the depth test must be updated to the depth buffer.
There are Texture Read(TR), Depth Buffer Read(=), Depth Buffer Write(WZ), Color Read(RC), Color Write(WC) of memory requests in the 3D graphics rendering engine. RZ, WZ, WC and TR are usually requested to access memory in order to render one pixel. In the worst case, all of these memory accesses are necessary. Only RZ test are required in the case that a pixel is rejected in depth test, that is to say, the best case. Since every request, TR, RZ, WZ, RC and WC is usually 4 bytes, the usual case requests about 16 bytesisecond of memory bandwidth. For example, NVIDIA's CeForceZ Ultra [3] generates 1 .OGigapixels every second in the peak performance. However, the performance is usually limited by given memory bandwidth, 7.36GB/sec, because IhCBisec ((RZ+WZ+WC+TR) X 1G = 16GBisec) memory bandwidth is required to render pixels with the peak performance in ordinary case (FZ, WZ, WC and TR are needed).
As shown in the preceding paragraph, the memory bandwidth causes one of the most critical bottlenecks in 3D graphics hardware. Therefore, there has been lots of research done to resolve this memory bandwidth problem. These research approaches are separated into two ways. The first way is to reduce the number of objects in the geometry part [4] . Though this approach acquires much saving of memory bandwidth, it requires a pre-processing work to build the database of geometric data. Because the pre-processing work is too expensive to implement in hardware, there has been no hardware which implements this method. The second way is an approach to reduce the bandwidth in the rendering part. Although this method is not better than the first in performance, it is simple to implement. For example, texture compression [ 5 ] and texture cache [6] are generally used in current hardware. Hyper-Z [7] , ATI's commercial hardware, reduces the memory requests by using compression, block management and hierarchical approaches but Hyper-Z is not open to the public in this time.
We present a very simple solution to perform the depth test partially before other memory accesses are requested. In the conventional method, even the invisible pixels, which are doomed to be hidden by another pixel which is closer to an eyepoint, are passed through the per-pixel pipelines and rejected by the depth test in the end. The operations which are needed for these invisible pixels waste the memory bandwidth. Therefore we reject the invisible pixels, which can he decided by our algorithm. earlier as many as possible. In the simulation, the Depth Filter reduces up to 62.1% of total pixels.
In the next section, we show the basic idea. Section 3 describes the simulation environment and results. Section 4 gives analysis on the results. Finally, in Section 5 , we conclude this paper.
DEPTH FILTER

Depth buffer
Recent 3D graphics hardware generally uses a hardwired depth buffer for visibility test. There are some types of depth buffers [SI. Among these buffers, Z-buffer is the most popular method. It uses transformed z-coordinate which is a transformed value From eye-coordinate ta screen-coordinate. It determines which pixel is visible by the comparison of z value. In other words, it stores a closest pixel from the eye-point and the others are removed. It can he implemented very easily. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the simplified rendering engine of 3D graphics pipeline. Block A is the newly added unit for the depth filter and the other blocks are the conventional graphics pipeline. Block B is the per-pixel operation blocks which can be reduced the total operations by the depth filter for unnecessary pixels.
Depth Filter
Depth Plane
In recent 3 0 graphics pipeline, the depth test block is located in the rear of the per-fragment block. If we move the depth test to the front block, for example the rasterizer, we can save the memory bandwidth because this method prevents the per-pixel pipeline from wasting of memory accesses for the unnecessary pixels. But in this case, we are confronted by huge data traffic [9] , which is composed of texture operations, alpha, stencil test and etc. between the rasterizer and the conventional depth test block as shown in the figure. I . Because of this expensive overhead, we cannot move the depth test to the rasterizer. Therefore we use the hierarchical concept that the Depth Filter performs a pre-depth test in the rasterizer. This newly added block uses only 1 bit or 2 bits comparison instead of real 24 bits or 32 bits precision like a conventional depth buffer. Therefore it does not cause the overhead as stated above. By this simple test, we have large portions of pixels rejected. It is the main advantage of our method.
Our method needs the information that a pixel is located in front or hack of the plane (one-plane system). This information is used for setting the Depth Filter's data and for testing whether the pixel is hidden by the plane or not. If the pixel fails the Depth Filter test, pass to the conventional pipelines and then the depth buffer block tests this pixel one more time by 24 bits or 32 bits. The position of the plane is set by the z coordinate in screencoordinates. If a z value is smaller than DF (the position of the depth plane), the value of that pixel, in Depth Filter, is set "I". It means the object is closer to the eye or NP (Near Plane) than DF. If a z value is lager than DF, the Depth Filter investigates the history of current coordinate. And then if the value is "I", current pixel is rejected. And in the other case, pixels are passed to the conventional graphics pipelines (per-pixel operation).
Assume the triangle A, B and C are rendered in consecutive order in figure 2 . In linel, the triangle A precedes DF. Therefore the flag of current coordinate is set "I" shown by (DF value) a rectangle point in the DF. The triangle B is rendered between the triangle A and DF. Because the triangle B is also in front of DF, the Depth Filter is updated like that of the triangle A. And at last, the triangle C is rendered behind DF. In this case, because the value of Depth filter for that pixel is "1" which is set before by the pixel on the same line in the triangle A and B, the Depth Filter decides that the pixel is hidden by DF. Then this pixel is rejected. In linel, the pixel on the triangle C is only on the line. This pixel is rendered with the examination of Depth Filter. But the value of that pixel in DF is "0" because that pixel is never been updated. Therefore the pixel must be passed to the conventional rendering pipeline. As the pixel on the line 2, in the triangle C, is behind DF, Depth Filter is not updated.
To make simple hardware, Depth Filter is implemented in two layers. In the first layer, SRAM is used for internal storing unit. It behaves like a cache memory in CPU. And the second layer is composed of DRAM on the outside. The external memory has the entire screen data of the Depth Filter. The internal SRAM uses these screen data like a cache with the line size of 32 or 64 pixel-block and 8 slots.
Because the access to extemal memory is very expensive, we must try to reduce this access. Therefore we try to increase the ratio of pixels rejected by Depth Filter and the ratio of internal SRAM hit to reduce the access. The former is acquired by adding the number of planes. The latter is acquired by increasing the internal SRAM size. Because the rejection ratio is more important, the number of planes is more effective. We add 1 bit for each pixel to increase a plane. Therefore Depth Filter has 2 bits storage, which can store the four values, for each pixel. These four values indicate each space between the planes ( I 1 : DFI, 10:DF2,01 :DF3,00:none).
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Figure 3 : Depth Filter (Three-Plane) Figure 3 shows the three-plane Depth Filter system. The point that is on the Triangle C can be rejected if the DF2's value of that pixel is "I" unlike the one-plane system in the figure 2.
Plane Decision
Planc decision is very important in Depth Filter because the position of plane decides the number of pixels which can be tested. Most of the objects in typical 3D scenes are located close to near plane. And Zdf, as in the figure 4, is also converged to near plane. Therefore we can use the most of the range [0, I]. In this time, we test all the cases with DF from 0.1 to 0.8. And we get the statistics from random cases. We choose DF = 0.35 in one-plane system from the statistics.
In the three-plane system, Depth Filter uses the position of planes which are DFI = 0.15, DF2 = 0.35 and DF3 = 0.55. The position of DFZ is the same as the position of plane in the one-plane system because the distributions of objects are the same. And DFI and DF2 increase the filtering coverage and enable the comparison in detail. In the three-plane system, the positions of plane are less important than the one-plane system because it covcrs thc most part of the object space. Therefore it is better to use the three-plane system 3. SIMULATION & RESULT
Simulation
There is a software library, Mesa [IO] . . Block Diagram. Figure 6 shows the external memory. If we want to use 64-bit block, we can change the 8x4 pixel block to 8x8 pixel block.
A pseudo code for Depth Filter is as follows. 
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Result
These results are from the two test scenes in figure 7 . the figure 7(a) is composed of 200 hexagonal columns generated randomly and the figure 7(b) is a normal 3D model of tree. These results are not the best cases. They are only random case results.
(a) Random object(799963 pixels) (b) A tree(581177 pixels) Fieure 7 : Test Scenes.
Scene (a) 
Rejection Ratio:
The ratio of the rejected pixels by Depth Filter.
The portions of (I-Rejection Ratio) are passed to conventional pipeline.
SRAM Hit Ratio:
The ratio of that Intemal SRAM has the needed pixels of Depth Filter. The portions of (I-Hit Ratio) are needed extemal memory accesses.
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Eflective Depth Test Ratio: The ratio of rejected pixels from Depth Filter to rejected pixels from conventional depth test. It works like a pre-depth buffer test. In figure 8 , the left graph shows that 62% of total pixels are rejected by the Depth Filter and 38% of total pixels are passed to the per-pixel pipeline. Among the passed pixels, only 12.5% are displayed and the others are rejected by the conventional depth test. The right graph shows that 96.5% of Depth Filter's values arc in the internal SRAM and the others need an external memory access.
DISCUSSION
More than 60% of the total pixels are rejected by Depth Filter in the best case. Therefore the required memory bandwidth is reduced to 40% of the traditional hardware. Although the memory bandwidth is required fur SRAM miss which requests a external memory access, the external memory access needs only 4bytes for one block and needs only about 3-6% (SRAM miss ratio) of total calls of the Depth Filter. These results are from the various simulations with different number of planes and different size of SRAM. Because the planes affect the number of pixels to be tested, the number of planes affects the total rejection ratio. The size of SRAM affects SRAM hit ratio because of the storage capacity in SRAM. These variables are highly related tu cost-effectiveness.
The position of the filter is important to get a good result. In this paper, we used the position from the statistics which are from the random objects. Ifwe change the position with adaptively, Depth Filter could get a good result independent with the distribution of object but this work is remained to a future work.
To implement in hardware, we must consider the external memory specifications. 
CONCLUSIONS
As more complex models become commonplace in 3D computer graphics, it. becomes increasingly important to remove the unnecessary operations which waste the memory bandwidth. In this paper, we present an algorithm which saves memory bandwidth in Rendering Engine of 3D graphics hardware.
Depth Filter is a filtering method which removes the invisible pixels ahead of per-pixel pipelines. It reduces the per-pixel operations tu cause lack of the memory bandwidth by adding an extra hardware into the rasterizer that is placed in Front of the per-pixel pipeline. Up to 62.1% of total pixels were removed by this method for the complex test scenes. In other words, the bandwidth gain obtained by Depth Filter is 2.624.
Depth Filter can be easily implemented in the conventional 3 0 graphics hardware such that it can be a useful method to solve the memory hottlenccks in the 3D Rendering Engine.
